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Abstract—Enhanced utilization of the existing transmission grid is a cheaper and paramount way to have a high penetration of large-scale wind energy resources (WERs). Smart wire devices (SWDs) are a new technology to enhance the transfer capability through power flow control. The SWDs are distributed, cheap, self-governing smart assets of FACTS technologies, which can adjust the power flow in an interconnected transmission network. Accordingly, this paper presents a comprehensive three-stage robust SWD placement model, which minimizes the generation and investment costs while guaranteeing that the adaptive and secure robust solution is accustomed to cover the wind uncertainty interval. Since the proposed robust model is not solvable via an off-the-shelf optimization package and to reduce the computation burden of the solution process, an effective solution strategy is proposed to solve it. Detailed simulation results on the IEEE 24-bus system verify the effectiveness of the proposed robust SWD placement model.

Index Terms—Smart wire devices, robust optimization and large-scale wind energy integration.

I. NOTATION

A. Indices

$\phi$ Related to uncertain variables.

$g/w$ Index for generating unit/wind farm.

$n,m$ Indices of buses.

$k$ Index of all transmission branches.

$\tau$ Index of time.

$\varphi$ Given variables/parameters.

B. Parameters

$P_{\max}^{g} / P_{\min}^{g}$ Max/min power generation of unit $g$.

$P_{\max}^{u}$ Load at bus $u$.

$\Delta P_{\max}$ Up/down corrective action limit of unit $g$.

$P_{\max}^{k}$ Maximum level of SWD compensation.

$P_{\max}^{f}$ Wind power forecast for wind farm $w$.

$\theta_{\max}^{n} / \theta_{\min}^{n}$ Max/min of bus angle $n$.

$P_{\max}^{f}$ Max-limit-for-power-flow-of-line $k$.

$\eta$ Number of existing SWDs.

$M$ A given big number.

C. Variables

$b_{k}$ Susceptance of line $k$.

$\beta_{k}$ Compensation level of Susceptance of line $k$.

$v_{k}$ Indicating the direction of power flow in line $k$.

$z_{ka}$ Indicating the placement of SWD on line $k$.

$u_{k}$ Unit status.

$\theta_{n}$ Phase angle of bus $n$.

$P_{\max}/P_{\min}$ Forecasted/uncertain wind generation $w$.

$P_{\min}^{\Gamma}$/P_{\max}^{\Gamma}$ Variation range of $P_{\max}^{g}/$worst-case realization.

$P_{\max}^{f}$ Power generation of unit $g$.

$P_{\max}^{f}$/max Power flow on line $k$ with SWD.

$\Delta P_{\max}$ Slack variables.

$P_{\max}^{f}$ Worst-case realizations of subproblem II.

$\beta_{k}$ Dual variable of constraint.

$\lambda_{k}$ Dual variables.

II. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale integration of wind energy resources (WERs) is expected to increase the variability and uncertainty in the power system. Variability and uncertainty are inherent characteristics of WERs resulting in technical and economic challenges for power system operators. In order to maintain the security of the system, a significant amount of wind generation resources may be curtailed. Also a large amount of ramping capacity is required to compensate for the uncertainty associated with wind energy generation in the unit commitment (UC) stage. Generally in a UC problem, conventional generating resources have sufficient ramping capability to cope with the variability and uncertainty of WERs. The effectively cope with the uncertainty and variability of the WERs would be achieved when the ramping capability of conventional generating resources coordinates with WERs variability and uncertainty. But, to cope with WER uncertainty and reduce wind energy spillage (WES), these ramping capabilities must be distributed throughout the transmission network with careful consideration of existing transmission constraints. These ramping capabilities are difficult to distribute throughout the transmission network, as the transmission network is designed for conventional dispatchable CGRs rather than intermittent WERs. Insufficient transmission capacity in transmission network with bottlenecks are the most common reason to do not deliver a large amount of ramping capabilities throughout the transmission network and the involuntary WES. To enhance the transmission capacity and facilitate the wind WERs integration, three general approaches have been suggested: (i) adding energy storage systems (ESSs) to the system or using demand response program (DRP) to mitigate transmission congestion or enhance the transmission capacity and cope with WER uncertainty (or reduce WES) [1] and [2], (ii) construct new transmission lines [3] and (iii) improves the utilization of the existing transmission infrastructure by changing the impedance of the existing transmission line in network by employing variable-impedance flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices (VIT-FACTS), e.g., thyristor-controlled series compensators (TSCCs) and the newly manufactured Smart Wire devices (SWDs) [4],[5], [6] and [7].

The ESSs in transmission networks, including compressed air storage (CAS) [8] and pumped storage [1], can effectively maintain the power supply balance and mitigate the uncertainty of WERs. In [1], the pumped storage as a solution to store...
energy is proposed and its effects on transmission congestion management, WES and other operational issues are studied. This approach is very attractive once the cost of energy storage is reasonable. Alike, the DRP in transmission systems can be utilized to accommodate the integration of WER and reduce involuntary WES significantly [2]. In [2], DRP has been implemented to cover transmission limit violations caused by WERs uncertainty. However, implementing these two approaches are limited in transmission systems by the high cost of ESSs and the lack of load flexibility (implementing the DRP in real-world for transmission systems is very difficult). On the other hand, building new transmission lines in order to reduce long-term wind curtailment is generally costly and may take a long time to be constructed. Thus, it is essential to make full use of the existing transmission network and harness the flexibility of WESs. Although the power flow is transferred by lines, the SA method that needs to generate a high number of scenarios to cover much more uncertainty spectrum, may be resulted in infeasibility even for large optimal gaps. Nevertheless, the RA only relies on somehow the worst-case scenario of the uncertainty set which is a much more tractable optimization problem from the computational burden perspective [16]. There is no work in the reported technical literature that considers on an adaptive robust approach to the SWD (or VIT-FACTS) placement. In recent research works in the area of VIT-FACTS placement, mostly, the SA is adopted to deal with the uncertainties [14], [18], [13], [19] and [20].

The TCSC placement and operation problems considering SA has been tackled in [13] and [14].

The proposed model in this paper differs from the references [18], [13], [19] and [20] in three respects: 1) In comparison with [13] and [18], the proposed model is based on the allocation of SWD. The SWD just with an increase of transmission line impedance can improve the transfer capability. 2) While stochastic programming is used in [18], [13] and [20], the proposed model in this paper is developed within an adaptive robust optimization framework considering wind uncertainty. When applying the stochastic approach, a large set of scenarios is required to ensure an accurate representation of the uncertainty involved, and this may cause computational intractability if large systems are considered. On the contrary, the robust approach describes the uncertainty using an uncertainty set, and hence, the problem maintains a moderate size. 3) Developing an accelerating and effective solution strategy based on combining the Benders’ decomposition and a novel heuristic technique for pre-screen lines for the SWD allocation to solve the proposed problem through the wind uncertainty, which is not presented in [18], [13], [19] and [20]. Noted that to the best of our knowledge, only works by [14], [18], [13] and [20], try to develop the concept of using grid side flexibilities. Nonetheless, the robust operation and placement [18], [13] and [20], the proposed model in this paper is developed not been addressed by the available researches in the area.

Accordingly, the main aim of this work is to explore an adaptive robust optimization framework for concluding the optimal generation and investment costs while using the flexibility of SWD is permitted. Nevertheless, including the SWD and other series FACTS devices in the operation procedures will reveal some complexities in the system power flow model [19]. Indeed, originally, the proposed robust SWD placement with a linear objective function and the DC power flow is a mixed integer linear program (MILP); once the SWD is taken into consideration, the proposed model changes to a mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP).

Dealing with the MINLP problem, considering the allowed timeframe, is out of the prevailing computational capabilities. Accordingly, the proposed MINLP formulation has been converted into a MILP-based robust SWD placement problem in this paper. Finally, note that the solution to the proposed robust formulation, as a min-max optimization problem, with the SWD placement, is hard to obtain without a proper approach.

Consequently, a fast-tracking solution approach is adopted here using the tri-level decomposition algorithm accompanying with a heuristic pre-screening procedure of all lines to choose limited candidates for installation of SWD.

All in all, as above mentioned, the paper aims to address the following questions: “would different realizations of uncertainty of WERs affect the optimal placement of SWD?” and “would installation of the SWD, just with ability to increase line impedance, in transmission systems influence the utilization of wind energy and generation cost?”.

Considering the above addressed existing literature and identifying the state-of-art challenges, the novelties of this work are threefold:

(i) An adaptive max-min robust framework is explored for the SWD placement problem with wind uncertainty. The
proposed method discovers a robust solution which is immunized against different levels of wind power generation (WPG) uncertainty. As we know, there is no adaptive linear robust SWD placement formulation reported in the literature.

(ii) The proposed method based on the linear DC power flow model enables the harnessing grid side flexibility through SWD to enhance the WPG absorption under different realizations of uncertain WPGs.

(iii) A fast-tracking solution approach is developed which combines a tri-level decomposition algorithm and an innovative pre-screening procedure of lines to select the candidate lines for SWD placement.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Assumptions

To have more clarifications, the main assumptions in the proposed modeling are as follows:

- Only wind energy uncertainty has been considered in the paper. The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of SWD placement on wind uncertainty and vice versa. Consequently, demand uncertainty and equipment failures have not been considered in this paper. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to include the demand uncertainty or/and equipment failures in the proposed robust placement model as well.

- The power factor of all wind farms is considered to be 1.

- A DC power flow representation is adopted and line losses are neglected.

B. General power model description

The robust placement problem is a kind of optimization problem to decide on the location of SWDs in the transmission lines and specify the adjustment settings of the located SWDs. Accordingly, the objective function of the optimization model is to minimize the total SWDs’ investment cost (IC) as well as the total transmission line losses and specify the adjustment settings of the located SWDs.

The objective function (OF) (1) minimizes the investment cost (IC) of SWDs in addition to the generation cost (GC). The deterministic SWD placement model based on DC power flow approximation in the form of MINLP can be defined by the following equations (1)-(9).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min } & \sum_k \left( C_{k,SWD} z_k + \sum_{g,t} \Delta P_{k,g,t} \right) \\
\text{s.t. } & P_{k,g,t}^{\max} u_{g,t} \leq P_{k,g,t} \leq P_{k,g,t}^{\max} u_{g,t}, \quad \forall g,t \\
& 0 \leq P_{k,g,t} \leq P_{k,g,t} \quad \forall w,t \\
& P_{k,g,t} + P_{k,g,t} - D_{k,g,t} = \sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}, n \in \mathcal{N}} F_{m,n} - \sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}, n \in \mathcal{N}} F_{m,n} \quad \forall g,n,w,k,t \\
& F_{m,n} = \beta_{m,n} b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{m,n} - \theta_{n,m} \right) + b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{n,m} - \theta_{m,n} \right) \left( 1 - z_k \right) \\
& \theta_{m,n} = 0 \quad \forall n,k,t \\
& F_{m,n}^{\min} \leq F_{m,n} \leq F_{m,n}^{\max} \quad \forall k,t \\
& \theta_{m,n}^{\min} \leq \theta_{m,n} \leq \theta_{m,n}^{\max} \quad \forall n,k,t \\
& z_k \leq \beta_{k,n} \quad \forall k,t \\
& \sum_k z_k \leq \eta, \quad z_k \in [0,1]
\end{align*}
\]

where \( z \in \{ P_{k,g,t}, P_{k,g,t}, P_{k,g,t}, \theta_{m,n}, \beta_{k,n}, z_k \} \). The objective function (OF) (1) minimizes the investment cost (IC) of SWDs in addition to generation cost (GC). The limits of the generating units and wind power generation are represented by (2) and (3), respectively. Constraint (4) refers to the nodal power balance for each bus. Constraint (15) represents the power flow of each transmission line as a function of the angle difference of connected buses and the compensation level provided by a SWD. The right-hand side of (5) consists of two parts. The first part is nonzero only when the line is selected for compensation, i.e., \( z_k = 1 \); and the second part, i.e., \( b_k \left( \theta_{m,n} - \theta_{n,m} \right) \), applies to all transmission lines. Note that \( \beta_k \) is a variable in the constraint (5). Accordingly, this constraint is nonlinear, because it includes the multiplication of \( \left( \theta_{m,n} - \theta_{n,m} \right) \) or \( \theta_{m,n} \) and \( z_k \).

Additionally, in constraint (5), the phase angle of the reference bus is fixed to zero. The grid limitations including line power flow limit and bus angle have been formulated in constraints (6) and (7), respectively. Possible compensation limits of the SWD is mentioned by constraint (8). Noted that, constraint (8) increases line impedance. Constraint (9) limits the number of SWDs that can be located in the transmission lines.

C. Robust SWD placement formulation

To include the security constraints in the proposed formulation of SWD placement problem to take care of wind uncertainty set (10), the constraints (10)–(17) are defined.

\[
U\left( P_{k,g,t}, \bar{P}_{k,g,t}, \Delta \Theta \right) = \left\{ \sum_{g,t} \left( \frac{P_{k,g,t} - P_{k,g,t}}{\bar{P}_{k,g,t}} \right) \leq \Delta \Theta \right\} \\
\quad \text{subject to} \\
- \Delta \Theta \leq P_{k,g,t} - P_{k,g,t} - \Delta \Theta \quad \forall g,t \\
0 \leq P_{k,g,t} \leq P_{k,g,t} \quad \forall w,t \\
\sum_{g,n,w} F_{n,w} - \sum_{g,n,w} F_{n,w} \quad \forall g,n,w,k,t \\
\left( \beta_{m,n} b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{m,n} - \theta_{n,m} \right) + b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{n,m} - \theta_{m,n} \right) \left( 1 - z_k \right) \right) \right. \\
\theta_{m,n} = 0 \quad \forall n,k,t \\
F_{m,n}^{\min} \leq F_{m,n} \leq F_{m,n}^{\max} \quad \forall k,t \\
\theta_{m,n}^{\min} \leq \theta_{m,n} \leq \theta_{m,n}^{\max} \quad \forall n,k,t \\
z_k \leq \beta_{k,n} \quad \forall k,t \\
\sum_k z_k \leq \eta, \quad z_k \in [0,1]
\]

The uncertainty set denoted by \( U \) includes wind power forecast \( P_{k,g,t} \), and its forecast error \( \bar{P}_{k,g,t} \), uncertainty budget level of WPG, \( \Delta \Theta \). Since, the forecast values of WPG, \( P_{k,g,t} \), could be inaccurate, \( \bar{P}_{k,g,t} \) is used to represent possible WPG realization which taking value contained by the uncertainty interval, i.e., \( P_{k,g,t} \in \left[ P_{k,g,t} - \bar{P}_{k,g,t}, P_{k,g,t} + \bar{P}_{k,g,t} \right] \). In (10), the constraint \( \sum_{g,t} \left( \frac{P_{k,g,t} - P_{k,g,t}}{\bar{P}_{k,g,t}} \right) \leq \Delta \Theta \) controls the total deviation of WPG from its forecasted value throughout the operation horizon wherein \( \Delta \Theta \) takes a value between 0 and 1. When this parameter fixed to zero, the uncertainty set is converted to the deterministic case which neglets the uncertainty of WPG. As this parameter increases, the total deviation from the wind power forecast will be increased. Constraint (11) makes bundling between the deterministic and stochastic scenarios to impose remedial solution arrangements by adjusting the power output in both up and down sides, i.e., \( \Delta \Theta \). Constraints (12)–(17) represent the response of equations (3)–(8) to wind uncertainty, where the variables \( P_{k,g,t}, P_{k,g,t}, F_{m,n}, \theta_{m,n}, \theta_{m,n}, \) and \( \beta_{k,n} \) are replaced by \( P_{k,g,t}^*, P_{k,g,t}^*, F_{m,n}^*, \theta_{m,n}, \theta_{m,n}, \) and \( \beta_{k,n} \), respectively. Note that, (14), similar to (5), is a nonlinear constraint that makes (1)–(17) an MINLP. The terms \( \beta_{k,n} b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{m,n} - \theta_{n,m} \right) \) and \( b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{n,m} - \theta_{m,n} \right) \left( 1 - z_k \right) \) in constraint (5) and (14) are nonlinear. So, to overcome the nonlinearity of these terms, we introduce two new variables, as shown in (18) and (19).

\[
\Psi_{k,j} = \beta_{k,n} b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{m,n} - \theta_{n,m} \right) \\
F_{k,j} = b_{m,n} \left( \theta_{n,m} - \theta_{m,n} \right) \left( 1 - z_k \right)
\]
the original space to obtain the solution of the polynomial. Since this new variable contains a binary variable, a disjunctive model is considered to ensure that while the binary variable is zero the new variable is also zero. In addition, since the compensation level is positive, i.e., \( \beta_j > 0 \), the sign of \( \Psi_{ij} \) and \( \theta_{il} - \theta_{ml} \) should be the same. Specifically, the following constraints need to be satisfied:

\[
\begin{align*}
if \ (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) > 0: & \quad \Psi_{ij} > 0 \\
if \ (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) < 0: & \quad \Psi_{ij} < 0
\end{align*}
\]

(20) (21)

The “if conditions” in constraints (20) and (21) can be modeled by defining a new binary variable, i.e., \( u_{kl} \). While the value of \( u_{kl} \) is one, both \( \Psi_{ij} \) and \( \theta_{il} - \theta_{ml} \) are negative; and while the value of \( u_{kl} \) is zero, both \( \Psi_{ij} \) and \( \theta_{il} - \theta_{ml} \) are positive. Therefore, \( u_{kl} \) has been added to surrogate the signs of \( \Psi_{ij} \) and \( \theta_{il} - \theta_{ml} \). Furthermore, once the optimal value of the binary variable, \( u_{kl} \), is identified, the complexity of the optimization would be reduced. It should be noted that identifying the direction of the power flow on the transmission lines is very important to reduce solution time. Accordingly, constraints (5) and (14) can be reformulated as MILP using a big number technique, \( M \), as follows:

\[
-M (1 - u_{kl}) \leq \Psi_{ij} \leq M u_{kl}
\]

(22) 

\[
-M (1 - u_{kl}) \leq (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) \leq M u_{kl}
\]

(23) 

\[
\Psi_{ij} \geq -\beta_{m} b_{j} (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) - M (1 - z_{j})
\]

(24) 

\[
-\beta_{m} b_{j} (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) + M (1 - z_{j}) \leq -\Psi_{ij} \leq F_{m}(z_{j})
\]

(25) 

Eq. (18) is linearized by (22)–(25). But, (19) is linearized by a disjunctive model (26)–(28). In these equations, once \( z_{j} = 1 \) indicates that SWD is installed on line \( k \), \( F_{ij} = 0 \) and once \( z_{j} = 0 \) indicate that SWD is not installed on line \( k \), \( F_{ij} \) is a linear function between \( -\Psi_{ij} \) and \( F_{m}(z_{j}) \). Finally, by substituting \( \Psi_{ij} \) and \( F_{ij} \) in nonlinear (28), this equation converts to a linear equation.

\[
\beta_{m} b_{j} (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) - M (1 - z_{j}) \leq \Psi_{ij} \leq \beta_{m} b_{j} (\theta_{il} - \theta_{ml}) + M (1 - z_{j})
\]

(26) 

\[
F_{m}(z_{j}) \leq F_{ij} \leq F_{m}(1 - z_{j})
\]

(27) 

\[
P_{ij} + P_{m} - D_{g} = \sum_{\forall \in (k,n)} (F_{ij} + \Psi_{ij}) - \sum_{\forall \in (k,n)} (F_{ij} + \Psi_{ij})
\]

(28)

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION APPROACH

The proposed solution approach (PSA) includes two main parts: a tri-stage decomposed optimization problem (named Part I) and a heuristic fast-tracking prescreening procedure (named Part II) to select the candidate lines to install SWDs.

A. Part I: Tri-Stage decomposition approach

Even a small number of the proposed robust SWD placement model (1)-(17) for small power systems cannot be solved using available commercial solution strategies like branch-and-cut or -bound solvers. Nevertheless, increasing the number of SWDs to be placed in the system will directly increase the size of the problem which may cause intractability. However, by means of decomposition approach, the robust SWD placement formulation (1)-(17) can be decomposed into a master problem and tractable subproblems (SPs) I and II, to be solved individually with the reduced computational burden. Accordingly, to solve the proposed SWD placement problem, a tri-stage decomposition approach is proposed as follows:

Master problem: The part of the problem, MP, minimizes the objective function (1) while considering (2) – (3), (7) – (9), (22) – (28) as constraints as well as all feasibility benders cuts obtained so far. No feasibility bender cuts exist in the first main iteration. In further main iterations, the MP does not create additional variables, but it includes new feasibility bender cuts from subproblems I and II, for deriving new \( P_{ij} / z_{j} \) for withstanding wind power uncertainty.

SP-I (Identifying the worst-case realizations): The minimum violation once that wind power varies within its uncertain interval is specified by a max-min optimization problem (29) subject to constraints (30) for calculating the largest minimum violation.

\[
\max \ min \ z_{j} \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (\Phi_{\psi_{1}} + \Phi_{\psi_{2}})
\]

(29) 

\[
\begin{align*}
-F_{m} \leq \Delta_{\psi_{1}} \hat{P}_{m} - \hat{P}_{m} \forall g, t \\
-F_{m} \leq \Delta_{\psi_{1}} \hat{P}_{m} + \hat{P}_{m} \forall g, t \\
0 \leq P_{m} \leq \hat{P}_{m} \forall w, t \\
F_{m} + F_{m} = \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (F_{ij} + \Psi_{ij}) \forall g, n, w, k, t
\end{align*}
\]

(30a) (30b) (30c)

\[
\begin{align*}
-\psi_{ij} + b_{j} (\theta_{ij} - \theta_{ml}) - M (1 - z_{j}), \forall n, m, k, t \\
F_{ij} - b_{j} (\theta_{ij} - \theta_{ml}) - M (1 - z_{j}), \forall n, m, k, t \\
F_{m}(z_{j}) - M (1 - z_{j}), \forall k, t \\
-\Psi_{ij} \leq M (1 - z_{j}), \forall n, k, t \\
\Psi_{ij} \leq M (1 - z_{j}), \forall n, k, t \\
-\psi_{ij} \leq F_{m}(1 - z_{j}), \forall k, t \\
\Psi_{ij} \leq F_{m}(1 - z_{j}), \forall k, t \\
-\psi_{ij} - \psi_{ij} \leq \psi_{ij}, \forall n, t \\
\psi_{ij} - \psi_{ij} \leq \psi_{ij}, \forall n, t \\
\psi_{ij} - \psi_{ij} = 0, \forall \psi, \psi
\end{align*}
\]

(30d) (30e) (30f) (30g)

where \( \Theta \) and \( \Xi \) are \( \{P_{m}\} \) and \( \{P, P, F, \theta, \beta, \Psi, \Phi\} \), respectively. To solve the above-mentioned max–min optimization problem, based on the duality theory, the dual form of the min part is extracted, and then we have a single maximization problem as follows:

\[
\max \{P_{m}\} \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (\Delta_{\psi_{1}} \hat{P}_{m} - \hat{P}_{m} + \Delta_{\psi_{2}} \hat{P}_{m} + \hat{P}_{m})
\]

(31)

\[
\begin{align*}
+ \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (P_{m} - \hat{P}_{m}) + \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (D_{g} - \hat{D}_{g}) + \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (\hat{L}_{ij, k} - L_{ij, k}) M(\hat{z}_{j}) \\
+ \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (\hat{L}_{ij, k} + L_{ij, k}) F_{m}(1 - z_{j}) \\
+ \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (M(1 - z_{j}) \hat{L}_{ij, k} + L_{ij, k}) M(\hat{z}_{j}) \\
+ \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (\hat{L}_{ij, k} - z_{j} \hat{L}_{ij, k} + L_{ij, k} - z_{j} L_{ij, k}) \hat{z}_{j} M(\hat{z}_{j}) \\
+ \sum_{\forall \in \psi} (\hat{L}_{ij, k} - z_{j} \hat{L}_{ij, k} + L_{ij, k} - z_{j} L_{ij, k}) \hat{z}_{j} M(\hat{z}_{j}) \\
+ \sum_{\forall \in \psi} \theta_{ij} \hat{L}_{ij, k} \hat{z}_{j} - L_{ij, k} M(\hat{z}_{j})
\end{align*}
\]

s.t.: 

\[
-\hat{L}_{ij, g} + \hat{L}_{ij, g} \leq 0 \forall g, n, t
\]

(32a) 

\[
\hat{L}_{ij, g} + \hat{L}_{ij, g} \leq 0 \forall n, w, t
\]

(32b)
\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \ell_{3,4} - \ell_{3,4} \right) + \theta_{2,4} - \ell_{2,4} + \theta_{2,4} \leq 0, & \forall g,n,m,k,t \\
\left( \ell_{4,5} - \ell_{4,5} \right) + \theta_{5,6} - \ell_{5,6} + \theta_{5,6} \leq 0, & \forall g,n,m,k,t \\
\left( \ell_{12,14} - \ell_{12,14} \right) + \theta_{13,14} - \ell_{13,14} + \theta_{13,14} \leq 0, & \forall g,n,m,k,t \\
\leq 0, & \forall n,m,k,t \\
\leq 1, & \forall n,t \\
\left( \ell_{12,14} - \ell_{15,14} \right) \leq 0, & \forall k,t \\
\sum b_k \eta_k - \sum b_k \theta_k & \leq 0 \\
+ \sum b_k \theta_k, - \beta^{\text{max}}_t \ell_{12,14} + \sum \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} \eta_k, & \forall n \neq 1, t,k \\
- \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} + \sum \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} + \theta_{5,8} - \ell_{17,m} \leq 0 \\
\beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} - \sum b_k \theta_k - \sum b_k \eta_k & \leq 0 \\
+ \sum b_k \theta_k - \sum b_k \eta_k - \sum \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} + \sum \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} \leq 0 \\
- \sum \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} + \sum \beta^{\text{max}}_t h_{12,14} + \ell_{17,m} \leq 0, & \forall n=1, t,k \\
\left( \ell_{2,3}, \ell_{3,4}, \ell_{4,5}, \ell_{5,6}, \ell_{6,8}, \ell_{8,9}, \ell_{9,10}, \ell_{10,11}, \ell_{11,12}, \ell_{12,14}, \ell_{13,14}, \ell_{14,15}, \ell_{15,16}, \ell_{16,17} \right) \leq 0, & \forall t \\
\ell_{4,5}, \ell_{12,14}, \ell_{15,16} \leq 0, & \forall g,n,m,k,t \\
\end{align*}
\]

The maximization of the objective function (31) subject to constraints (32) is a bilinear optimization problem due to the product of decision variables in (31) (i.e., \( P^\text{w,p}_f \cdot \ell_{3,4} \)). Different techniques can be deployed to resolve the bilinear optimization problem (31), such as interior-point methods [16] and an exact MILP reformulation [21]. In this paper, the \( P^\text{w,p}_f \cdot \ell_{3,4} \) is linearized by the proposed method in [21].

**SP-II (worst-case realization):** If the objective function (33) subject to constraints (34) violated the prespecified threshold, a new benders feasibility cut (35) will be created and provided for the MP for seeking robust scheduling and dispatching of generating units that would consider the security for the entire uncertain intervals.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \bar{R} = \sum f_t + \sum g_t \\
P_{gb} + P^\text{w,p}_gb - \sum \left( F_{gb} + \Psi_{gb} \right) - \sum \left( F_{gb} + \Phi_{gb} \right) \\
+ \sum \left( D_{gb} + \Phi_{gb} + \Phi_{gb} \right) - \eta = P_{gb} + P^\text{w,p}_gb - \sum g_t \eta \geq 0, & \forall g,b,n,w,k,t \\
(10)+(12), (17) and (19)-(25) for \( P^\text{w,p}_gb \) \\
z_k = z_k = z_k^* : \beta^{\eta}_k : \beta^{\eta}_k, \forall k,t \\
\bar{R}^\text{w,p} = \sum g_t \eta \geq 0, & \forall g,b,n,w,k,t \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \left\{ \beta^{\eta}_k, \beta^{\eta}_k \right\} \) are dual variables corresponding to \( \left\{ P_{gb}, z_k \right\} \) variables shown in constraints (34c).

Finally, the algorithm of the tri-stage decomposition approach for the proposed problem works as follows:

**Step I (MP):** The MP minimizes the IC and GC (1) subject to constraints (2) – (3), (7) – (9), (22) – (28) and all feasibility benders cuts obtained so far. Also, once the solution process for this step is finished, the variables, \( \left\{ P_{gb}, z_k \right\} \) and \( \left\{ b_k, z_k \right\} \) can be known for all of the units and transmission lines, respectively.

**Step II (SP-I):** In this step, the equations (31) and (32) is solved to identify the worst WPG uncertainty realization, \( P^\text{w,p}_gb \), that would lead to the largest minimum violation when wind power varies within its interval.

**Step III (SP-II):** In this step, if the minimum violation (33) for the worst WEG realization, \( P^\text{w,p}_gb \), is larger than the prespecified threshold, the benders feasibility cut (35) will be created and sent to Step I for seeking robust investment and generation solutions against security violations.

**Convergence:** The above iterative process will be stopped once the solution results of MP satisfy all the remaining constraints in the subproblems I and II. That is, no more feasibility cut is generated in Step III.

The flowchart of the proposed solution methodology is shown in Fig. 1.

**B. The second part (determining a priority list for installing SWD)**

To avoid excessive solution iterations for the large-scale practices, the placement of SWD on transmission lines is determined using some heuristics methods, such as our proposed transmission line ranking approach in Fig.1, to select a reduced number of line candidates for installing SWD, and to decrease the number of binary variables in the optimization formulation. The main idea of transmission line ranking approach is to install SWD on high ranking transmission lines, so that it can decrease generation cost by increasing the available transfer capability. In our proposed problem, parameter \( \eta \) in constraint (9), i.e., \( \sum z_k \leq \eta \), determines the number of installed SWDs. Based on this parameter, the rank of a transmission line for install SWD is determined in the priority list. So, at first, the value of parameter \( \eta \) fixed to 0, then part I is solved to obtain \( OF \) which is called \( OF_0 \).

Fig. 1. Proposed solution approach with Part II.

Then, the value of \( \eta \) is fixed to 1 and part I is solved at the first iteration. When a solution of part I finishes, a value for \( OF \) and a transmission line that equipped by a SWD are obtained. If the value of \( OF \) is less than \( OF_0 \) (or \( OF < OF_0 \)), then a transmission line that equipped by a SWD, i.e., \( z_k \), has the first rank in the priority list which is saved in the priority list. Accordingly, to determine transmission line that has the second rank removes from searched space, hence, the variable \( z_k \) for this transmission line is fixed to 0, and part I is solved for the second iteration. To determine the next transmission line that has the second rank in priority list also this transmission line is

saved in priority list. So, to determine other ranks in priority list the mentioned procedure is repeated to determine all rank of transmission line. Not that, before part I solves the variable \( z^*_i \), for all the transmission lines in the priority list, should be fixed to 0. Finally, if \( |OF - OF_0| < \varepsilon \) satisfies, then the process of solution problem stops.

In summary, the Part II for the proposed problem works as follows.

**Step 1:** The Part I is solved for \( \eta = 0 \) to determine \( OF_b \) to the comparison.

**Step 2:** The value of \( \eta \) is fixed to 1 and a small tolerance \( \varepsilon \) is pre-selected to terminate the procedure.

**Step 3:** The Part I is solved for \( \eta = 1 \) to find \( OF \) (1) and \( z^*_i \), then, the \( z^*_i \) is stored in the priority list to install SWD.

**Step 4:** If \( |OF_b - OF| < \varepsilon \) is not satisfied, then, all stored \( z^*_i \) in the priority list are set to zero, to remove these transmission lines from the solution search space, and the procedure repeated with remaining lines until \( |OF_b - OF| < \varepsilon \) is fully satisfied.

**Step 5:** The priority list for the line candidates to install SWDs is determined.

C. Proposed solution algorithm

Finally, according to the above-mentioned algorithms, the PSA can be summarised as the following algorithm:

**Step 1:** The Part I without allocation SWD (i.e., \( \eta \) is fixed to 0) is solved then, the power flow directions through all lines, \( \vartheta_{ij} \), are determined.

**Step II:** The second part of Fig. 1 is taking place. Subsequently, the power flow directions, \( \vartheta_{ij} \), are set to their values determined in Part I. Now, the priority list for the location of SWD is determined.

**Step III:** Finally, the first part (Part I) should be solved to find optimal locations of the SWD based on the priority list, then the process of solution problem will be stopped.

---

**Fig. 2. IEEE One Area RTS-96.**

---

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Test system specifications

The performance of the proposed model is evaluated using a slightly modified RTS-96 test system [22]. The test system includes 17 loads, 32 thermal units, and 38 transmission branches, with 6 hydro-units which are removed in this test system and replaced by a wind farm (as shown in Fig.2). Additional data about this system can be found in [22]. The SWD installing cost is considered equal to $2200/km, with the annualized investment cost equal to 10% of the total cost. Further information about the capital cost of the SWD installation can be found in [7]. The SWDs are capable of operating in inductive mode only. Inductive adjustment of line’s reactance has a great effect on the power flow results through rerouting power flow to underutilized transmission lines. The largest adjustment bound here, is \( \leq 150 \% \) to +40\% of the line’s reactance, as done in [7]. The demand and wind power levels for each block with its number of hours throughout the target year are provided in Table I, which have similar results as [23]. For each demand and wind block, the demand and wind power levels are multiplied by the peak demand and the installed wind power capacity, respectively, to obtain the actual demand and the maximum WPG for each block with its number of hours. In order to obtain a more realistic demand profile, it is assumed that the bus peak loads are 30\% higher than their normal values, although the generation levels are about twice the values provided in [22].

Wind farms are available in 350-MW, 450-MW and 350-MW at buses 7, 22 and 24, respectively. The wind power output is obtained from the Wind Integration Datasets of NERL [24]. Since there are three wind farms and the model includes five time periods in the target year, the degree of the robustness can take different integer values between 0 and 3 \( \times 5 = 15 \) (i.e., \( 0 \leq \Delta \Theta_w \leq 15 \)).

The implement the proposed framework, the CPLEX 12.6 solver under GAMS optimization package [25] has been used by means of a PC with Intel Core-i7 processor at 4.2 GHz and 32 GB of RAM.

B. Simulation results and discussion

**Optimal Solution versus degree of robustness:** The results obtained from the proposed adaptive robust SWD placement approach for the RTS-96 test system are illustrated in Fig. 3, considering different values for \( \Delta \Theta_w \). The degree of robustness \( \Delta \Theta_w \) can vary between 0 and 15. As Fig. 3 and Tables II to IV illustrate, GC and IC increase for a specific deviation from forecast values (e.g., \( F_{-0.25} \cdot P_{\min} \)), as \( \Delta \Theta_w \) is increased. The reasons for this fact are twofold: firstly, by increasing \( \Delta \Theta_w \), a higher number of uncertain parameters can adopt their worst-case realizations resulting in a more robust and more expensive generation and investment state. However, once \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \), the uncertain wind parameters cannot deviate from their forecasted values (yielding the deterministic case). Consequently, the lowest GC and IC are imposed by \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \), as it ignores wind uncertainty. Besides, the GC increases with the rise of \( \Delta \Theta_w \), which indicates that more units need to be committed to covering more wind farms uncertainties, and the robust SWD placement solution becomes more expensive. For instance, as can be seen in Table II, once \( \Delta \Theta_w \) is increased from 0 to 15, more units are committed to mitigate a larger uncertainty or \( \Delta \Theta_w = 15 \). Alternatively, IC increases with the rise of \( \Delta \Theta_w \). For instance, with more \( \Delta \Theta_w \), the power flow through the lines connected to bus 24 would be increased because of the installed wind farm at this bus. Accordingly, there may be some power flow violations in the lines connected to bus 24, e.g., power flow over lines 7 (between buses 3 and 24) and 27 (between buses 15 and 24). Therefore, to alleviate the violations of lines 7 and 27, inevitably, the expensive units 15 to 20 are committed. It is noted that these lines at most times are congested leading to the lower dispatch of wind farm in bus 24 and a higher generation cost. In order to mitigate the congestion over these lines, there are two remedial options: commitment of expensive units 15-20 and/or installing SWD. Both of them would lead to a decreasing the power flow of line 27. However, since using only the expensive units 15-20 is a costly choice here, installing SWD at line 7 along with the commitment of expensive units 15-20 would be the optimal choice. In this regard, the results of Tables III and IV, show the same conclusion. In these tables, for the case of \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \), \( \eta = 1 \), the line 28 (16-17) has been selected for compensation, but, for the case \( \Delta \Theta_w = 15 \) and \( \eta = 1 \), line 28 is replaced by line 7. The
investment cost of line 7 is more expensive than the line 28 that would lead to a higher investment cost.

Table I
Demand and Wind Levels Per Block

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Block</th>
<th>Number of hours</th>
<th>Demand level (p.u.)</th>
<th>Wind intensity (p.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II
The Solutions of Unit Commitment (UC) for \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \) and 15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Demand block</th>
<th>Demand block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta \Theta_w = 15 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20 16 10 7 3</td>
<td>6,7,10,13,17,20,23,27,38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III
Optimal Solution of the Proposed Model for a Different Number of Installed SWDs, \( \beta_{\text{max}} = 1.15 \) and \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \eta )</th>
<th>Line No.</th>
<th>GC (M$/yr)</th>
<th>IN (M$/yr)</th>
<th>Time (Sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>338.03</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7,20</td>
<td>346.02</td>
<td>19.37</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7,8,17,23</td>
<td>358.99</td>
<td>27.67</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6,7,18,23,27,38</td>
<td>354.82</td>
<td>22.24</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6,7,18,23,27,38</td>
<td>352.06</td>
<td>24.22</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Generation cost changes versus the degree of robustness for different (a) \( \mu \) and (b) \( \beta \).

Impact of SWD on the optimal solution: As can be seen, in Fig. 3 (a), without any SWD in the test system, i.e., \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \) and \( \eta = 0 \), the GC is M$343.74/yr. Results show that while \( \eta = 0 \) and \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \), one transmission line is congested, i.e., line 28 (16-17). The optimal SWD placement strategy while \( \eta = 1 \) and \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \) resulted in GC of M$338.03/yr implying 1.45% decrease in the cost in comparison with the case \( \eta = 0 \).

Furthermore, in this condition, IC is M$ 2.24 /yr. On the other hand, results show that while \( \eta = 0 \) and \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \), five transmission lines, in particular line 7 (3-24), are congested. For this reason, the SWD is installed in line 7 to enhance the flow capacity of line 27 and to increase the generation share of the cheaper wind farm at bus 24.

Compared to the results of \( \eta = 1 \) and \( \Delta \Theta_w = 0 \), although the GC decreases by M$23.35/yr, the IC increases by $6.19/yr; however, the changes of IC is not as much as savings in GC. The results, in Fig. 3 (a), show the inclusion of SWDs reduces the GC, although the IC increases, their impact diminishes as the number of installed SWDs increases. For example, as shown in Fig.2 (a), for \( \Delta \Theta_w = 15 \), when \( \eta = 10 \) and 20, the GCs are M$314.257/yr and M$313.057/yr, respectively. Noted that \( \eta = 20 \) has a minor influence on the GC reduction. Finally, the following observations can be inferred from Fig.2 (a) and Tables II to IV:

- To compare the GC and IC of SWD, Fig.2 (a) indicates the results of the proposed model for \( \eta = 1 \) to 15. The highest decrease in the GC occurs while \( \eta = 1 \) to 15 which is M$ 22.175 /yr. Meanwhile, the highest increase in IC also occurs at the same time. Fig. 3 (a) proves that the highest decrease in the GC attained by installing SWDs while \( \eta = 20 \) which is equal to M$ 25.429 /yr. This value is slightly lower than M$ 22.175 /yr which is the savings when \( \eta = 10 \).

- As the number of SWDs increases, more inexpensive units are used which results in the lower total cost. For instance, as can be seen in Table II, for \( \Delta \Theta_w = 15 \), the expensive units 9-11 and inexpensive units 20-22 are on-line and off-line for \( \eta = 0 \), respectively, but, for \( \eta = 10 \), these units are off-line and on-line, respectively. The changes in the
commitment of units for $\eta = 0$ compared to $\eta = 10$ in $
abla \Theta = (0.15)$, are bolded and highlighted in Table II.

**Impact of compensation level ($\eta$) on the optimal solution:**

Fig. 3 (b) shows the GC as a function of a line’s compensation level $\beta$ and for $\eta = 10$. The proposed model is solved for $\eta = 10$ and $\beta$ value increases by a step size of $10\%$ from $10\%$ to $40\%$.

The optimal placement of SWD for $\beta = 1.0$ to 1.3 are shown in Tables IV and V. Interesting insights can be inferred from Fig. 3 (b) and Tables IV and V:

- The GC is decreased by increase $\beta$ value, (Fig.2 (b)).
- The impact of compensation weakens as the degree of the robustness increases, i.e., $\Delta \Theta_w = 0$ to 15, (Fig.2 (b)).
- The locations of the SWD in most cases with variation compensation level ($\beta$) changed with the same number of
- SWD and degree of robustness (i.e., with $\eta = 10$ and $\Delta \Theta_w = 15$), (shown in Tables IV and V).
- By comparing the results of Tables IV and V, it is observed that by increasing $\beta$ from 1.15 to 1.3, the number of SWD reduces for some cases; while $\eta$ is the same. Besides, the results show that once the $\beta$ value increases, the IC and GC will decrease.

Also, the results suggest that the optimal set point of $\beta$, may affect the optimal SWD placement. It is, therefore, necessary to consider the optimal set point of $\beta$ in the long-term SWD placement to ensure that the maximum return on the investment will be achieved. Also, the SWDs by increasing the line impedances offer some kinds of flexibility for the transmission system and can be heavily influenced by applying compensation level ($\beta$).

The results of this comprehensive search indicate the lowest GC is obtained when $\beta$ is equal to 1.4 or $40\%$, (as shown in Fig.2 (b)). In conclusion, it is, therefore, necessary to consider $\beta$ and $\Delta \Theta_w$ values when choosing the lines for SWD placement in the planning phase to obtain better economic savings in the future generation costs.

**Computational Performance of the proposed solution approach:**

To show the computational performance of the PSA in handling the larger number of the SWDs, the proposed robust SWD placement with solution strategy in [13] and the PSA with and without part II are compared. The number of SWD is changed from $\eta = 1$ to 25 with the step of 5. Where $\eta = 25$ means that more than half of the transmission lines in the system are candidates for the SWD placement. Fig. 4., summarizes the computational performance of the PSA with part II as compared to the performance of the other solution approaches, i.e., PSA while ignoring part II and the presented method in [13]. Noted that, the difference between the CG and IC of three models are negligible and also the locations of SWDs in three methods are the same. But, the PSA obtains the lowest GC compared to other solution strategies. In Fig. 4, for a small number of SWDs, three solution strategies find the optimal solution in a reasonable time, i.e., for $\eta < 10$. However, as illustrated in the figure, the PSA without part II and solution strategy in [13] fail to deal with the proposed robust placement model considering a high number of SWDs, i.e., for $\eta > 10$. For instance, for $\eta = 10$, the solution time to get the optimal results for the PSA with part II is 5 Sec with respect to 35 Sec and 45 Sec of the PSA without part II and solution in [13], respectively. However, as we increase the number of SWDs, the execution time of the PSA while ignoring part II and the presented method in [13] increases significantly, while that of our PSA with part II remains reasonable. In the case of $\eta = 25$, the optimal solution of the PSA is obtained in 19 sec, while that of two other solution strategies are achieved in more than 100 sec. This considerable increase in execution time is due to a large number of binary variables that should be handled by the two other solution strategies. However, in the PSA with part II, these binary variables are decreased by Part II. As can be seen in the obtained results, the PSA in the presence of part II would help tri-stage decomposition approach to have an acceptable execution time. Finally, as can be seen in Fig.3, it is clear that robust SWD placement using PSA with part II is much more efficient than using two other solution approaches.

**Comparing the proposed robust approach with other robust approaches on a modified IEEE 118-bus system:**

In this case, the performance of our proposed three-stage robust approach and the robust approach in [16] has been compared to handle the wind uncertainty on IEEE 118-bus test system. The IEEE 118-bus test system as a more realistic and larger test system is used here, to represent the performance of our proposed RA and RA [16] against the scale of the test system. Here, the modified IEEE 118-bus system is used to show the effectiveness of the proposed RA, which includes 54 thermal units, 186 lines, and 91 loads and three wind farms, [motor.ece.iit.edu/data/SCUC_118]. Accordingly, three 600-MW wind farms are connected to buses 17, 49 and 96. Since there are three wind farms and the model includes five time periods in the target year (similar to the previous test system), the degree of the robustness can adopt different integer values between 0 and $3 \times 5 = 15$ (i.e., $0 \leq \Delta \Theta < 15$). In this study, the proposed adaptive RA and the other RA in [16], to handle the wind uncertainty in the proposed adaptive robust SWD placement problem, are compared in three aspects: 1) the IC and OC, 2) location of SWD and 3) computation time. The performance of the two approaches under different $\eta$ value and with constant wind uncertainty budget level ($\Delta \Theta_w = 15$) are also investigated. Table VI reports the IC and OC of the proposed RA and the RA in [16] with respect to different $\eta$ value. As can be seen in Table VI, once the number of installed SWDs increases, the IC and OC for both approaches are increasing and decreasing, respectively, because more SWD need to be installed and also more thermal units need to be committed to cover a wider range of wind uncertainties. Once $\eta = 1$, the IC of the two methods is the same, but the OC for the proposed RA is lower than the RA in [16].

| Table VI |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $\eta$       | SWD bus-bus     | GC ($\$/yr)   | IC ($\$/yr)   | CPU time (min) |
| Proposed RA   |                 |                |                |                |
| 1             | 94-100          | 523.678        | 4.58           | 5              |
| 2             | 94-100, 17-18   | 492.231        | 8.43           | 8              |
| 4             | 94-100, 17-18   | 492.231        | 8.43           | 8              |
| 4             | 94-100, 49-54, 17,113,36-93 | 471.678 | 19.67 | 12 |
| RA [16]       |                 |                |                |                |
| 1             | 94-100          | 589.761        | 4.58           | 26             |
| 2             | 94-100, 49-69   | 516.342        | 10.43          | 43             |
| 4             | 94-100, 49-69, 49-66,17,113 | 491.443   | 27.65          | 65             |

Differences in the OCs are mainly caused by the ways on how these two RAs handle uncertainties. In the proposed RA, the system is considered to be operated under the base case with unit dispatch and commitment decisions corresponding to the forecasted values and in the day-ahead scheduling, and thermal units output are securely and adaptively adjusted based on corrective capabilities of thermal units once possible realizations of wind uncertainties occur in real time. For the RA in [16], the system is intended to be operated only with UC decisions corresponding to the worst case uncertainty in the operation stage, and thermal units output is adaptively determined based on the robust UC decisions once possible realizations of wind uncertainties occur.

The basic idea is that if a UC solution could manage the worst case uncertainty, it could be able to find a secure dispatch solution for managing any uncertainty. In summary, the savings in the OCs is caused by the robust thermal unit dispatch and commitment solutions corresponding to the base case and the corrective capabilities of thermal units in the proposed model, as compared to the RA solutions corresponding to the worst
case uncertainty in [16]. Also as shown in Table VI, the location of SWD, for \( n > 1 \), is different for both RA approaches. But, the proposed RA selects more economic and appropriate locations than the RA in [16]. On the other hand, as we increase the \( n \) value, the execution time of the PSA and the RA in [16] increases significantly, while that of our proposed RA remains reasonable. Finally, the SWD placement problem with our proposed RA could provide more economic and reliable SWD placement and thermal units operation.

VI. CONCLUSION

The SWD technology as a kind of grid side flexibility can be harnessed to accommodate higher capacities of wind power generation. This paper proposed an adaptive robust max–min SWD placement model for power systems with WPG uncertainty. The robust SWD placement solution was immunized against different realizations of uncertain WPG within the forecasted uncertainty interval (set). While the proposed robust SWD placement is in the form of MINLP, a modified disjunctive method has been proposed to convert it to tractable MILP form. The objective function of the model minimized the generation and investment costs while considering wind uncertainty. Since there was no available off-the-shelf optimization package to solve the suggested max–min model, an efficient solution approach has been proposed in this work, which is based on a tri-level decomposition algorithm along with the innovative pre-screening procedure to select candidate lines for installing SWDs. Finally, the IEEE 24-bus test system was used to test the performance of the proposed procedure and enhance our understanding of the robust SWD placement problem. The results showed:

- It is pointed out that the GC and IC increased as the degree of robustness or the respective variation range of the uncertain wind power increased.
- Increasing the reactance of a certain transmission line (by SWDs) could reduce the GC and IC for different degree of robustness.
- The degree of robustness and compensation levels had an effect on SWD placement. Consequently, it is essential to consider the degree of robustness in the placement phase for SWDs.
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